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DST’s Concept of Space Science

• SA Space Agency, commercial 
applications, CSIR Satellite Applications 
Centre, space legislation and 
international protocols

• Where do we fit in?



In the USA, the politics and support for science ar e a bit different than in SA…
Similar in Europe, Galileo etc. we have to find a n iche and play a role where 
our size and capacity can be meaningful…..and grow through participation

Arnie, Governor

of California



26 meter radio astronomy 
telescope used
for geodetic Very Long Baseline
Interferometry (VLBI)

This telescope is used in a global 
network of similar telescopes, 
and observing quasars as 
‘beacons’ can determine earth 
rotation, orientation of Earth’s 
axis and maintains the Celestial 
Reference Frame.



Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR), used for precise orbit determination, 
gravity field models,Tests of General Relativity 



Lunar Laser Ranging (LLR)

The Space Geodesy Programme at HartRAO will develop a Lunar Laser Ranger in 
collaboration with France, NASA and local partners (CGS, CSIR, UNISA, UP) ….more 
partners sought (i.e are you interested?)

Very difficult project, sub cm distance measurement to the Moon, General Relativity, 
tests, Satellite tracking, only station in southern Hemisphere. Telescope to be 
refurbished and equipped at the CGS premises at Donkerhoek, final installation at new 
Space Geodesy observatory located at Matjiesfontein.



Started conceptual design of system, many alternatives, have to 
consider longevity and maintenance of complete system, not only 
the electronics, software and mechanics, but also some new 
innovative ideas will be sought



But not only observations using Earthbound telescop es, or 
photography from lunar orbiters, also RADAR observa tions

First radar signal 
bounced off the Moon 
Sept 1945 using 32 
dipole array (US signal 
corps) ….could be 
used as passive relay 
for comms

The 70-meter antenna 
at the Goldstone 
complex in California. 

Goldstone = 75 meter 
resolution

Arecibo (1000 ft), 20 
meter resolution



During 2006, JPL scientists targeted the moon's south polar region using 
Goldstone's 70-meter radar dish. The antenna, three-quarters the size of a 
football field, sent a 500-kilowatt strong, 90-minute long radar stream 380 
000 km to the Moon. Signals were reflected back to two of Goldstone's 34-
meter antennas on Earth.

Radar images, today are very impressive



As wonderful as they are, however, these radar imag es will pale in 
comparison to next-generation photos from NASA's Lu nar Reconnaissance 
Orbiter. The spacecraft is scheduled for launch in N ovember 2008 and its 
camera will beam back pictures of the Moon with det ails as small as 1 
meter. 



The Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter is the first missi on in NASA's Vision for 
Space Exploration, a plan to return to the moon and  then to travel to Mars 
and beyond. LRO has the objectives of finding safe la nding sites, locate 
potential resources, characterize the radiation env ironment, and
demonstrate new technology.



Human Exploration of the Moon
and Mars





The Space Geodesy programme at HartRAO will particip ate in the LRO
Mission by ranging to it with the SLR 















Using the martian soil and atmosphere for a plant growth module
Near-term missions



In this artist's rendering, released by the Japan 
Aerospace Exploration Agency, a piloted spacecraft 
heads out from Earth toward the moon in the year 
2025.

Back to the Moon…is it just a USA venture?

No…Italy, Japan, 
India, China, all 
have plans

And they certainly 
intend to mine the 
Moon



...and they all certainly intend 
to mine the Moon, and use 
the Moon as a test bed for 
Mars Exploration (and 
colonisation)

USA permanent Moon base 
by 2024
Russia by 2015-2020

One reason for much of the interest 
appears to be plans to mine Helium3, 
(embedded in the upper layer of regolith
by the solar wind over billions of years) 
purportedly an ideal fuel for fusion 
reactors but almost unavailable on Earth-
-from the Moon's surface.

He3 fusion reactor



Finish!





Human Exploration of the Moon
and Mars























Configuration changes needed to Moblas-6

Picosecond event timer, to be integrated into sysyte m









Slides from Mark Torrence, Jan McGarry presentation, I LRS workshop, Grasse 2007,
Scott Greatorex , 



Launch configuration





Crew Exploration Vehicle



Service module carries the CEV to the Moon





Lunar Surface Module



Site Selection for Moon
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Do it on the Moon first

•Partial gravity

•Radiation

•Planetary protection





Space Geodesy and Space Science

• We have to look at where space science is 
going, in order to participate, and be ready to 
participate

• Ionosphere, troposphere, solar activity, 
gravity models and missions, LRO type 
missions, LLR/SLR and applications, time 
transfers, high-rate LASER data 
transmissions over inter-planetary distances 
etc.

• Meet with Val Munsami April (HMO/HartRAO)


